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I do not seek a kingdom,
Nor do I want heaven

I can do without rebirth
Just let me work with 

the poor and the downtrodden in this lifetime.
(Sanskrit Sloka)

International Initiatives made a trip to Colombia that extended over two interesting weeks in June 2013. Three of us from India, Jill, Rajagopal, and Nathalia were in 
Bogota in the second week of the month, where we met many social organizations from different parts of the country that work with rural communities –all of these 
communities that are struggling to stay on the land. Many of the civil society organizations are involved in “accompaniment” which includes advocacy for the peasants 
and small landholders, providing them legal and psychological supports, and interfacing between the rural communities and international organizations to ensure 
people’s safety and security. (See Annexure 2, 3, & 4 to see more description.) What was striking for us in India was how much people had imbibed the notion of non-
violence as a way of life and as a survival mechanism. 

In this article then, the authors –who have been involved in changing land reform policies in India —looked at the land context in Colombia and then explored the 
extent to which local people are using non-violence in their struggles. The authors, in their brief 7-day tour in north western Colombia, witnessed how small landholders 
in spite of many death threats, disappearances along with ongoing displacement and weak governance, are soldiering on with their lives having developed unique 
strategies of community organizing. 

In three different Humanitarian Zone communities of Curvaradó (in the Choco Department bordering Panama) namely, Costa Azul, Bijao, and Camelius, we witnessed 
various stages of the evolution of these zones. For instance, the Costa Azul was in its early days of formation, the Bijao Zone was 2-3 years old and Camelias 
Humanitarian Zone was about 7 years old. These different communities gave us a sense of the trajectory of people’s struggle in Humanitarian Zones.

In Camelias there was a three-day workshop, namely, the “International Meeting for the Right to Land” organized in tandem by International Initiatives and the 
Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace. Seventy community leaders from 45 organizations attended the meeting from all over the country, and the participants 
were ecstatic to have friends from India, something they found remarkable in terms of its solidarity and support. The participants also appreciated International 
Initiatives’ support for their peaceful struggle and by doing so, helping the local people to have global visibility at such a crucial juncture in their struggle. (See list of 
people in the meeting and schedule of both weeks in Annexure 1.) Two resource persons from Bolivia, one from Honduras, two from the USA, one from Canada and 
three from India (Jill, Rajaji and Natalia) were also present.

In the workshop on the techniques of non-violent action from India were presented, and these had a degree of resonance with those used in Colombia. It was evident that 
different forms of non-violent action in Colombia could also be diffused to India and other countries. (This is referred in the training notes found in Annexure 4.)  In 
addition, there was the larger issue of Colombia’s international positioning, and the violence that local people have been facing for more than five decades because of 
international investment primarily in the plantation sector. In this context local people have been able to erect non-violent defence forces to manage their survival. It was 
a deeply humbling experience meeting so many human rights defenders in what could be loosely termed, as a non-violent resistance force. The description of their work, 
we felt, could be better communicated in an article by International Initiatives to the outside world than by local people themselves. 

To assist the reader with the context of the country and the issues that we saw, we have divided the information after the article, into five Annexure. Annexure 1 outlines 
the people we met, and the schedule for the trip; Annexures 2, 3 and 4 are the first three days from the various Bogota meetings. Annexure 5 shows the follow up that 
International Intiatives has agreed to carried out in expanding the solidarity with the Commission of Justice and Peace.  In Annexure 6, is the ‘General Declaration’ 
passed by all Members. This is an important solidarity statement on the land issue from the point of view of the grassroots.  

Finally we want to thank the Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace, for being our host organization and for giving us rare insight into the happenings at the 
grassroots level.  

Introduction

Colombia is a fast-growing economy and it has a large agricultural sector that is central to its overall development. With large tracts of land under banana plantations, coffee, 
rubber, cattle ranching, coca, agro-fuels as well as numerous extractive mining interests, the rural economic development has generated enormous social conflicts in the 
process of generating rapid growth. Colombia has witnessed for instance in the past twenty years, one of the largest land grabs in history. This has pushed out five-and-a-
half million peasants, Indigenous people, Afro-descendent groups and other poor land-based groups form their territories and farms. Even though this has been met with 
popular resistance, few people on the outside have understood that there was land grabbing that went on that was of such mammoth proportions. This is covered in Section 1. 

This article focuses on what we saw by way of non-violent struggles where local people have continued to courageously stay on the land and oppose land grabs. This 
demonstrates unsurpassable human valour and heroism.  So on the one hand we witnessed people’s organizations living non-violently in small communities in their territories 
(without arms); and on the other hand, these people are living in a highly charged atmosphere of violence associated with daily threats and ongoing killings and counter-
killings. These are spelled out in Section 2 and can be deduced from the training in Section 3.

Section I: Land Issues in Colombia

Land conflicts in countries like India exist because of the competition for scarce natural resources. In Colombia there was no scarcity. And moreover, it is one of the richest 
bio-diverse ecosystems in the world. Yet there is conflict. Why is there conflict? Colombia suffers from massive inequity where less than half a percent of the population 
(about 14,000 families) own or control more than 62% of the land resources.  To add insult to injury, only about 30% of the productive land is cultivated and yet in spite of 
there being an excess of productive land, there is a high degree of landlessness, as we discovered through visits to the barrios (slums) of Bogota and Medellin.  

This internal displacement has been happening since1980’s, yet between 1996-2004, there was one of the largest land grabs recorded in human history. In total five-and-a-
half million people have been displaced and at the same time large plantations of palm oil and other crops along with cattle ranches were built up from the once small farmer 
holdings in the rich tropical jungle. It was not surprising therefore that guerilla groups emerged in defence of the peasants in the 1980s. FARC-EP, ELN and a host of other 
insurgency groups began to work from the jungles in destabilizing the government and the agri-businesses. The paramilitaries then evolved as a counter insurgency strategy to 
fight both against the underground groups as well as the drug lords; yet they soon became a force of violence for their own ends of profits and power. This was exemplified by 
the clearing of the forestland to make way for cattle and bio-fuel companies which was carried out primarily under the leadership of the AUC (an association of 
paramilitaries). They were directed to get tracts of land into the hand of companies with tacit support from the Government, for which they were paid well.
 
As violence continued to escalate, the Government under the then President Alvaro Uribe (2002-2010), passed a Law of Justice and Peace in 2005, which was created for the 
demobilization of paramilitary groups as an effort to reduce violence. On record over 32,000 members gave up their arms between 2005-2010 but the actual numbers are 
estimated to be much fewer, and those that were demobilized were given very light punishment for their heinous crimes.  In addition many of the de-mobilized soon re-
mobilized because the work was so lucrative. An example is that in Curbarado, where the “Urabeños” and the “Gaitanistas” became the newly formed paramilitary groups 
after the introduction of the Justice and Peace Law. In fact a new phenomenon also emerged in this period, in which “Bacrim” (criminal bands) became prevalent, working in 
complicity with the police and army. This showed how ineffective the government had been in reigning in violence. Thus the demobilization failed to rid the country of 
paramilitary; it rather built up a more virulent violence. Without dealing with the causes of inequality, social conflict continued to rise. 

As a result, President Juan Manuel Santos, who was elected in 2010, made another attempt at responding to small landholders by passing the Land Restitution Act in 2011 
and setting up the institutional machinery that was to assist with the adjudication of this law. This has been very lax in getting land back to the people because of the strength 
of the opposition forces. 



Land Restitution in 2011 and Negotiation in 2012 & 2013 

So Land Restitution was brought in with The Law of Victims (1448) that was passed in June 2011 in the Congress. The law acknowledges that all the people that have been 
victims of the Colombian armed conflict, and it recognizes the full exercise of their rights to truth, justice and reparation. It establishes different forms of reparation not only 
land restitution, but also, compensation, rehabilitation, and guarantee of non-repetition of violence. It has four important clauses for victims. They are:

• Access and use of land (land bank for distribution), which is about 6 million hectares. This would need to go side by side with reducing land inequity.
• Regulation of properties to ensure that Afro-descendents and Indigenous people and small farmers are settled on the property. 
• To consider the use of the land development from the point of view of the small holders.
• To ensure foreigners cannot buy land.

The Land Restitution Act is being enacted by the Constitutional Courts; so by February 2013 the Land Restitution Unit had received over 30,000 applications and worked on 
about 5,393 cases, corresponding to a land area of 250,000 hectares. There had been 32 court rulings ordering the restitution of only 135 claimants to over 115 properties.

Land restitution is perceived by many, as improving the investment of outside companies and to show that the Government is serious about minimizing human rights 
violations.  It was well received because a large number of parliamentarians supported this law reflecting the softening of the Santos government to the minorities and small 
landholders. This has not had any effect on the main institutions in the country such as the Colombian Army, the Ministry of Agriculture and its institutions, the Land 
Registration Office, and the Supervisor Registries and Notaries. These government agencies are still influenced by the political and economic interests of the former elites and 
therefore it has been difficult to see the implementation of land restitution. However there are many companies that have lost their lands. With respect to palm plantations, 16 
business leaders are in prison, 11 are fugitives, and 22 are on trial.

At the time of our trip to Columbia, there were ongoing negotiations between the Government of Colombia and the largest Guerilla Group, FARC in June 2013. President 
Santos had opened up peace negotiations in August 2011 to respond to the violence. The five point agenda focuses on: 1. Establishing agrarian reform within rural 
development, 2. Providing legal status to FARC for political participation, 3. Ending of the armed conflict, 4. Eliminating drug trafficking, and 5. Setting up a truth 
commission (reparation to victims).  

On the first point of agrarian reform within rural development they have agreed to a five points. These are:  

• Creation of a land bank with about 7 million hectares to be redistributed. (However in Colombia around 6 million hectares have been grabbed by 
paramilitary groups to date.) 

• Land titling: Indigenous and Afro-descendant communities will have collective titles while peasant groups will have their individual titles. 

• Protection of the Peasant Farmer Reserve Zones and Forest Reserve Zones. 

• Providing basic services: to guarantee housing, health care, education and job opportunities to peasants. 

• Updating the rural census because the Government does not know how many farmers there are in the rural areas and how much land is available. 

With regard to No. 3, FARC has proposed in the Peace Negotiations to create 59 peasant reserves all over the country, which would encompass about 9 million hectares of 
land. This extent of land is equivalent to twice the current land cultivated with sugar cane, coffee, cotton and tobacco in the country. The recommendation is to have the 
peasant reserve hold the same political, economic and cultural autonomy as the indigenous people’s reserves or the Afro-descendent territories that already have guarantees in 
the Colombian Constitution. Another recommendation on Peasant Farmer reserves proposed by FARC is to have them be governed by their own communities and 
organization, which will have the same institutional mechanisms as other territorial organizations.  It is not clear what the consensus is and until the five other items of the 
agenda are negotiated, there is no final agreement. 

As we were representing a group in India that had achieved some success on land reform with the Government, it was interesting to compare India’s experience with the 
progress going on in Colombia. On the face of it, the negotiations seemed like a significant step forward in the fifty-yearlong civil war. Ironically, the civil society 
organizations, whose activities are very prominent at the grassroots level, had been left out of the negotiations. As a result, they had submitted more than 400 
recommendations to the Government for review but there was no information whether any of these were being, or would be considered. 

Three common concerns of the civil society organizations of what was not being discussed at the peace negotiations were:

• Regulating land concentration with a land ceiling for large estates. 

• Halting of transference of land to foreign hands. The Congress is looking at regulating foreign ownership by passing a law that allows outsiders to buy 
land when they are shareholders in a company owning less than 51% of the company. 

• Mining policy: This pertains to Indigenous communities whose consent for mining is required and then it relates to rights of mining companies to sub-
stratum land which conflicts with surface ownership. 

Land Issues in Curvaradó  and Juguimiendo Region 

Curvaradó  and Juguimiendo seemed to have a confluence of factors that has made for “a perfect storm”. There was drug running, arms merchants and large flows of capital, 
with a weak governance structure. The anarchy that was/is perpetuated allowed for state violence to take place and this benefited national/international agri-business 
companies particularly, cattle-ranchers and African palm plantation owners. The underground guerilla movement –once strong--has diminished and moved away from its 
original mission and has got entangled into crime and drug trafficking. As well the paramilitaries (or private armies of companies), are often working in collusion with the 
armed forces, making the face of government lack legitimacy and credibility. This region is a human tragedy based on greed, pasted on an environmental catastrophe of 
mammoth proportions that continues to go unnoticed by the mainstream media and the general public in and outside the country. 

Curvaradó  and Juguimiendo had a high proportion of Afro-descendent populations (formerly slaves) and they gained recognition under the 1991 Colombian Constitution and 
in the 1993 got their territorial land rights. Thirty-five percent of the land in Colombia is under the minorities of Afro-descendents and Indigenous people even though their 
combined populations in the census are about 24%, yet this is much higher if one adds in the Mestizo or mixed populations (those who are self-identified) –which by some 
estimates is almost 85% of the population.  

Soon after, the situation changed completely. Between 1996 and 2004 people began to lose their lands. There was a massive land grabbing program. People were manipulated 
to think that there was a security threat from the guerilla forces so they left their farms temporarily to stay outside. In the meantime, their lands were captured by large 
plantation companies and held by force so they were not able to move back. In an effort to combat this injustice, the original inhabitants used the courts and pressured the 
government. They had little success. Then many people decided to move back to their territories in groups with the help of national and international accompaniment and set 
up different communities as mentioned above. This they did at great peril. Many of the community leaders from 2005 until today, have continued to live with death threats, 
and there have been over 30 assassinations in this region. In the country there has been as many as 75,000 disappearances and in this area 7000 people were displaced. Indeed 
hearing the voices of these people is a rare display of human strength to withstand violence of such a high proportion.

Section 2: Community-based Non-Violent Strategies

The community-based organizing strategies that have been adopted are: Humanitarian Zones and Biodiversity Zones, Indigenous and Peasant Farmer (Campesino) reserves.   
I will provide a brief description of each. 

The Humanitarian Zones are a collective land area about 2-3 hectares enclosure with barbed wire and at every entrance there are the words: “ This place is exclusively for 



civilians not involved in the armed conflict. No entry to armed actors” then the name of particular community is given. (See photo.) In the Biodiversity Zones are the 
extension of the Humanitarian Zones, and are places where people grow their own food, while at the same time restoring the natural ecosystems usually recovering vegetation 
and soil fertility that was lost by cutting down the tropical rainforest. Indigenous reserves were set up in various regions of the country in the 1970s.  The first one in 1971 
was the Nasa community and it was called the Indigenous Regional Council of Cauca (CRIC) and is one of the strongest Indigenous associations in Colombia and possibly 
notable across the world. The Peasant Farmer reserves were set up after the passing of the 1994 Agricultural Reform Law.  Victims of the armed conflict migrated looking 
for new land and livelihood opportunities, and these reserves help to strength the local economy while at the same time protecting natural resources. In the section below, we 
portray some of the voices of dissent from people living in these various kinds of communities.

The Humanitarian Zones as well as the other demilitarized areas are small islands in an otherwise area with practically no rule of law and few government institutions. Where 
there was government, it was mostly in the control of the large army presence, and the armed forces were more often than not trying to assist the companies with wresting the 
land away from local people rather than helping people to keep their land.  It was reminiscent of the “wild west”, wherein the rules are laid down by gun-totting men and 
human life has little value.

Voices of Dissent: Organizing Afro-Descendent and Mestisto (Mixed) communities 

• Maria Ligia Chavez from the Camelias Humanitarian Zone

Maria Ligia is Afro-descendent and about 75 years old with 14 children and over 40 grandchildren. She has lived in the same area of Camelias for the past 55 years and 
although there have been efforts to dislodge her and her family on numerous occasions, yet she has persisted and has kept coming back to her homeland numerous times –
even against all odds. As an elder and a leader of the Humanitarian Zone of Camelias, she is also the President of the local woman’s organization. She commands great 
respect. Even though she stands about 5’1’’ with a lightweight frame, when she talks, one understands that she has a commitment of steel. Maria Ligia is a woman fighting for 
her people and all other displaced people whether Afro-descendent, Indigenous or campesinos. 

She spoke to us in Bogota about her experiences, which I have taken the liberty to put into story form. After meeting her a second time in Camelias, Rajaji and I offered her as 
President of the Camelias Women’s Association, the Maja Koene Award for 2013. She thanked us for the offer with gratitude on behalf of the women in the association.

In 1996 when paramilitary came to the region, they attacked us and a year later, that is, in 1997 we were evicted from our farm. The army evicted us and maintained that we 
had to go so that they could fight the guerillas. We did not want to go but at the time we did not realize that this was a ruse and not true. We left the farm but we did not leave 
the area however. As there were no refugee camps we had to stay in 13 different places in the area. During the beginning of this period we had to stay 2 years in the local 
forests hiding out in the mountain regions without protection or shelter. Being in the forest was difficult, we had to kill the dogs and the children had to learn not to cry 
otherwise the paramilitaries could track us down.

After that we stayed with different friends and family members. It then began to be clear that in our immediate area about 130 people had been displaced, and this was 
happening to a large number of people in Curvarado and Jiguamiando numbering about 7000 persons. All of these people were not able to move back to their homes, because 
business managers had taken over our farms to plant African palm oil plants and take up cattle ranching.  

We thought that our family and some friends should also set up a Humanitarian Zone, as was being done in Cacarica and other areas. It was necessary for us to take back 
some of the land from the plantation companies. Since I had already lived in this area for 55 years and I had been brought up on a 40-hectare farm with a second farm of 150 
hectares before the displacement, I knew which area we should occupy. We demarcated a Humanitarian Zone of Camelias in 2008, which consists of 2 hectares for 35 
families’ settlement plus another 12 hectares of agricultural land for our food security. We continue to be harassed as “guerillas” by the army, but she is using the 
Constitutional Courts to make her claims to the land.

• Marcos in Cacarica

Marcos from Cacarica was an unforgettable man. We met him in Bogota as he unfortunately was not able to reside at home because of ongoing death threats. He tells the 
story of how he and his family were displaced. In February 1997 on the pretext that there were guerillas in his area the infamous 17th Brigade launched a three-day combing 
operation called “Genesis”, with combined aerial and aquatic military action in which they displaced more that 4000 Afro-Colombians from the river basis of Cacarica, 
Truando and Salaqui. Additionally the soldiers, there were hundreds of civilian armed groups (the AUC of Cordoba and Uraba) that opened fire against the people. With the 
absence of local people, timber merchants devastated the primary forest and exported this high quality wood products abroad.  

At the end of 2003 they set up one of the first Humanitarian Zones that protected 52 families on 12 hectares of land. He had got that idea from trips to the capital where he 
saw rich people living in gated communities. If rich people are living inside their communities then why cannot poor people do the same..? In Cacarica, they eventually set up 
two Humanitarian Zones and to legitimize their possession, they argued that it was collective land and as Afro-descendent Territory under Law 70 in the Columbian 
Constitution of 1993. Later, in 2005 the Humanitarian Zones were recognized by the Inter-American Court for Human Rights. Thereafter many more sprung up. 

 When we went back to the land in 2000 we created a shelter with the help of national and international organizations. We elicited an agreement with the government for 
“comprehensive restoration” of our land, which meant that besides getting title and settling into a demilitarized zone, we would get community development inputs and help 
with psychosocial counselling for our family members. In 2002, we faced another round of kidnapping of 25 members of our community and we resolved this by talking to 
the army and paramilitary and having them respect our wishes returning the people that had been abducted. Later, the army then came and set up a base near our shelter on 
our land, justifying their actions by saying that “they were there to protect the local communities”. In point of fact we were being threatened regularly. This was the time we 
came up with the idea of a Humanitarian Zone. We wanted to stake a claim on our land and show our own power through non-violence.  

Now we have two Humanitarian Zones and 52 families on 12 hectares with crops inside the area. The situation over the last ten years has not improved greatly. One of the 
tactics that the paramilitary and military continues to use against us, is imposing economic blockades. This regulates the amount of food that people can buy in the local towns 
and bring to the Humanitarian zones, and the few items that we are able to purchase, means that our families potentially could suffer from malnutrition.  

3. Petra in Andalucia, Humanitarian Zones: Problems of Mixed Communities - 

Petra from the Humanitarian Zone of Andalucia has a diminutive stature but a warm rugged face. He was displaced in 1997 and in 2002 when he then returned to the farm 
and found it under oil palm plantations. He got the Commission of Justice and Peace and international accompaniers to assist with the resettlement of 30-odd families. They 
cut down palm trees and to set up a 3-hectare Humanitarian Zone. There were many threats and people tried to kill Petra and even though there was no protection from the 
army, he managed to survive. His story was recorded in his two talks to us both in Bogota and Camelius and tells us how the government is pitting mixed race groups – 
Mestisos against the Afro-descendent communities.

In the Curvarado basin, there are 23 communities and they are both Afro-descendent and Mestiso. People are supposed to “auto-identify” themselves (as decreed under Law 
70) and then they are able to get land through rulings of the Constitutional Courts. Now what has been happening is that the Government has been supporting Afro 
Descendants but not Mestisos to get land. In other words, there are 19 Mestiso  communities and 4 Afro-descendent one and people are being divided based on their skin 
colour. Those who are visibly black are placed in a group saying that they are Afro-descendants and they can be given land. This was in fact an underhanded method of 
removing the “less black” so-called Mestisos from having any land rights. This resulted in their having tensions between the two communities. 

The number of people that have been displaced is around 7000 but only 1300 have been provided land rights. Meanwhile the Ministry of Home Affaires has given a different 
interpretation of the Constitutional Court’s ruling, by saying that “only” Afro descendants can have land. This is compounded by the fact that there are group of Afro 
Descendants being brought in from the outside as workers on companies’ lands, which is affecting the sentiments of the local mixed communities. 

Petra tells of another part of Act 70 that says that those people living in these areas before the Act have the same rights and those “living in black communities for ten years or 
more have the same rights”. With the help of the Commission for Justice and Peace, people are challenging this criteria adopted by the Ministry of Home Affairs with 
seemingly little legal basis. They are also helping to create the awareness that the Afro-descendents and Mestiso are stronger by coming together –especially in facing the 
opposing forces. 

Pertra also mentioned the fungal plague that affected African palm in 2006. This decimated the palm trees and people lost many agribusinesses. Subsequently the African 
palm plantations have been replaced by a hybrid palm tree, and business continues.



4. Manual Ruiz Family in Costa Azul Humanitarian Zone

Manuel Ruiz (58 years) and his son Samuel Ruiz (15 years) were murdered on the 23th of March 2012, by members of the army 17th Brigade as well as paramilitary groups 
that operate in the region. Manuel was one of the ancestral community leaders and was a member of the INCODER (National Institute of Land Reform), whose work was to 
follow up on the land restitution in his area. His task was to lead the census in the region by reporting the number of farms, their land size and the names of the original legal 
owners.  Obviously there are many interests and the landlords and businessmen did not want these proceedings to be completed; rather they wanted to prevent the 
demarcated to land to be part of the collective title. So Manuel Ruiz and other land claimants received many threats from the brother Rios and their labourers (who are new 
settlers).

Costa Azul Humanitarian Zone had 17 members of family Ruiz. They had returned to their land 15 days before, with the help of the Commission, and Peace Brigades 
International. The Victims Unit (the government agency that provides logistics, protective and financial help to the victims of violence) did not help. We met Manuel Ruiz’s 
wife and three sons at Costa Azul and she described how they settled on the land.

Landlords took over our land in 1997 with the help of paramilitary forces to set up cattle ranching and agro-fuel projects. Though the threats continued, we decided to return 
in 2004 to recover their land and declare our land as collective. As the threats continued over the rest of the family Ruiz members, again we left our land and took shelter in a 
Horizontal Zone in the department of Meta (900 km away from their territory), and we spent 10 months.

The case of Manuel shows the inefficacy of the Land Restitution Law, which does not provide guarantees for people seeking their claims. And this case is not an isolated 
incident, there are numerous cases of leaders murdered. Since 2002, 54 land claimant leaders, from the Land Restitution program, have been killed. In addition, the Land 
Restitution Unit, in its 18 months of existence, has not even solved 1% of the 31.111 (about 2.246.664 ha) applications for land restitution they have received. 
In May 2013 they gather courage and with the help of the ICJP and PBI they returned. 

Before the visit of International Initiatives, we spent the first day children, women, and men worked together fencing the Humanitarian Zones and installing the boards 
prohibiting the entrance of armed actors. Many civilians who were armed were seen hanging around and spying, We had mixed feelings about being back because of the 
absence of Manuel and Samir Ruiz, and it frightened us. We were deeply thankful with the International Initiatives visit, because it was the first national – international 
mission to show solidarity to Costa Azul. We have hope that you will help to promote our painful story so that it will be told. 

Voices of Dissent: Mary Hernandez of Bijao, a Biodiversity Reserve 

People from Bijao were displaced as well in 1997. Some of the community members went back to Bijao subsequently, and were displaced a second time. Between 2002 
and 2003, when the families were living in forced exile, they were threatened and forced to sell their lands, so rich business groups acquired thousands of hectares 
fraudulently. According to the newspaper El Tiempo, one of the landlords was “arrested in Apartado in 2010 accused of kidnapping four peasants in 2003, and causing 
the displacement of 350 people and the disappearance of at least 100 Afro-descendants. 

According to a report by INCODER (National Institute of Land Reform) of 2005, the company represented by the businessmen was pointed out as occupying the lands of 
Curbarado in bad faith. The Constitutional court through different ruling has ordered to immediately evict the company from Curbarado.

When the community leaders heard about the benefits of living in a Humanitarian Zone, Mary Hernandez among others decided to challenge the businessmen who 
grabbed their lands many years ago with the help of paramilitary groups. They went back to their territory knowing that it is still being occupied with palm-oil 
plantations and cattle ranching. The Bijao Biodiversity Zone, which was founded in October 2012 is hosting 17 families. After setting it up, the local inhabitants 
received numerous threats and the Afro descendent workers also destroyed their huts (only 15 days after five families returned to Bijao) and thereafter they broke 
the fence to allow the cows to come in and feed off the food crops.
 
A few days before the families returned to Bijao, they went to the Land Restitution office where they were told that the program was being given priority and that 
individual titles were being selected over the collective ones. The five families have in total 110 hectares of individual lands, but until now, they have not received 
anything, and the land grabbers remain on the community’s territory. Presently there are 58 Biodiversity Zones, which the Government recognizes out of 87.
The Biodiversity Zone is another survival strategy developed in the rural communities of Curvarado, Jiguamiando and Cacarica and those communities are living and 
resisting take-over. In the Biodiversity Zone, people grow their food, using multi-cropping and sustainable agricultural methods. Given the high impact of large-scale timber 
exploitation, the diversion and canalization of rivers, and the implementation of megaprojects for cattle ranching and monoculture of palm-oil trees, restoration of the natural 
ecosystems is an important priority of the Biodiversity Zones. A Biodiversity Zone has to respect the four principles of: sustainable agriculture, the recovery of poor soils and 
vegetation, conservation and sustainable housing. 

Voices of Dissent - Indigenous Reserves: – The Case of the Nasa People and ACIN

This indigenous community (currently it is the Department of Cauca, in southwestern Colombia) has organized itself to resist violence and make the opponents (whether 
conquistadors in the colonial times, rich landowners after independence or the multinationals today) respect their territory. In 1971 the Nasa community founded the first 
organization to fight for their rights; it is called Indigenous Regional Council of Cauca (ACIN for its Spanish acronym). It is recognized by the Ministry of Home Affaires as 
one of the most renowned indigenous organizations in the country and because of the non-violent alternative that it is seeking to promote. 

 They have the following objectives:

• Recover the land belonging to the community reservation.

• Enlarge the reservation.

• Strengthen the indigenous councils.

• Abolish tenancy payment.

• Restore indigenous laws and demand their implementation.

• Protect the community’s culture, language and customs. 

• Train indigenous teachers to teach according to the Nasa culture and language.

This organization, which is made up of more than 112.000 Nasa people, has planned seven sustainable community projects that will be implemented in 19 indigenous 
territories spread in 8 municipalities. These community projects, called “Life Plans”, and focus on autonomy, resistance and Minga among other communities and seek to 
restore the communities and be able to live in harmony with Mother Earth. The Nasa people do not see their collective planning as written documents but as a collective 
dream whose pillars are based on spirituality, reciprocity, integrality and respectful use of land. In addition the values that have characterized the Nasa resistance are unity – 
territory – culture – autonomy. 

The seven Life Plans that are implemented by the Indigenous Authorities, Councils, the Indigenous Guards, community boards and technical teams are called the “the 
different fabric of life”. They are divided into Environmental-Economic Fabric; People and Culture Fabric, Justice and Harmony Fabric, Defence of Life Fabric, 
Communications and Foreign Relations for Truth and Life Fabric.

In Cauca province, ACIN is caught between armed operations, hostilities, and confrontations between state and FARC guerrilla forces. The indigenous Nasa communities are 
directly affected by land concentration for large landholders. Plans to use Nasa land for Duty-Free Zones and the denial or slow processing of community-based land titles are 
factors that along with the public policies of the current administration are facilitating the arrival of multinationals.



The Nasa people are characterized by their self-organization and their capacity to mobilize quickly. One of the recent actions was the Nasa people took the army post on 
Berlin hill in 2011 and forced the soldiers to leave, because their presence was attracting FARC rebels to perpetuate violence in the area. The Berlin Hill is a sacred place for 
the community yet the army has been camping there for years.  After this action, most of the 66 soldiers left the military post, and six of them refused to leave despite the 
repeated requests from the Indigenous Nasa Guards. The Guards proceeded to utilize their legitimate force and lifted and pushed the soldiers, who threatened to retaliate 
against the community. The remaining soldiers eventually left and the community organized a sit-in in the hill. 

Peasant Farmers (Campesinos) Reserve Zones 

After the Government passed the Agricultural Reform law (1994), Law 160 legitimized the Peasant Farmer Reserve Zone.  The victims of the armed conflict migrated 
looking for new land and opportunities, affecting the vulnerability of fragile ecosystems. These campesino reserves created an enabling environment for the small farmers and 
they help to strength the local economy while at the same time protecting natural resources and establishing ways of carrying out sustainable development. They also work to 
regulate land use and tenancy, and give preferential treatment to peasant farmers with minimal resources and they stress food sovereignty. 

In 1987, the Government was working on legislation to protect the small farmers from land dispossession, and many peasant farmer organizations got together in the 
department of Meta and made a proposal to have reserved zones in which they could also protect the natural resources, and contain the expansion of the agricultural border 
and stabilize the local economy. As a result, the Government created the Peasant Farmer Reserve Zones (Law 160 of 1994). Rural communities in coca-growing region such 
us Cauca, Putumayo, South of Bolivar and Guaviare departments were protesting in response to aerial fumigation and its effects on illicit plantations, as well as the basic 
subsistence crops and grazing lands.  They also demanded a serious commitment of the Government to provide social and economic investment in the reserve zones. 

The Peasant farmer reserves are defined as a limited geographical area, characterized by the predominance of uncultivated land (forest), campesino colonization and abundant 
natural resources. The rural community designs its sustainable development plan to guarantee the access to land, titling, sustainable livelihood to all the community members. 
This plan is make in cooperation with the local government authorities.

Benefits of the Peasant Farmer’s Reserves:

• Land ownership and land redistribution.
• Farmer, territorial identity.
• Control over land and natural resources.
• Food sovereignty for the country.
• Caring of nature and biodiversity.
• Improved and dignified livelihoods for peasants.
• Correct the inequitable concentration of land ownership.
• Prevent land grabbing from landlords, companies and multinationals.
• Create land use and tenancy, granting preferential distribution to peasant farmers with scarce resources.
• Strengthen the peasant farmer sustainable economy .
• Protection of nature from mining exploitation.
• Community participation in sustainable development plans. 

The Peasant Farmer Association in the Cimitarra River Valley’s 
(ACVC)

ACVC is an organization of farmers displaced for decades because of the violence. They have been resisting the political and social repression (which displaced thousand of 
peasant form Magdalena Medio region) as well as opposing the unjust governance structure, which aims to control the gold-mining. The ACVC was founded in 1996, by 
peasant farmers, to organize meetings, peaceful protest and dialogue with President Andres Pastrana. Based on Law 160, the Government initiated a pilot project. Between 
1997 and 2002, six Peasant Farmer Reserves were created of which one was in the Cimitarra River Valley. On April 2003 under President Alvaro Uribe, the Peasant Reserves 
were suspended. According to the ACVC, 16 extrajudicial killings have been committed in Cimitarra River Valley. Many ACVC members have been threatened, arbitrary 
detentions, forced displacements, forced disappearance, torture, the burning of their homes and blockades of food and basic supplies and other acts of violence. President 
Santos lifted the prohibition of the Peasant Farmers Reserves in 2011. At the moment the Cimitarra Valley Peasant Farmer reserve benefits 8935 families.

The ACVC covers the geographical area of 8 municipalities of Magdalena Media Region and is made up of 120 Community Action Boards, cooperatives, fisherfolk 
communities and other organizations of rural work. The organization has estimated 25.000 members. The ACVC social, political and economic development projects are 
designed to guarantee food security for the peasant farmer population of the Cimitarra River Valley. 

Section 3: Carrying out the Training Program

The sharing of pedagogical techniques on non-violence between India and Colombia was a very rich experience. The venue for the training was in one of the Humanitarian 
Zones, Camellias, and at the entrance, there is a sign stating that this “a place of Non-Violence”. On the upper floor of the training room, was the Memorial Museum, which 
commemorated the murders of people of the communities who are to be remembered as martyrs. In the Camelius Memorial Museum, Manuel Ruiz and his son Samir along 
with others have the photographs posted on the wall. The collective memory of disappearances, ‘forced positives’ and assassinations were an important project of all the 
Humanitarian Zones in keeping the history of popular struggle alive and not forgetting whose lives should be recorded. 
The training was over three days and this was participatory. There was no clear leader or facilitator and people had as long as they wanted to speak. Respect was paid to the 
woman leader of the Camelias’ Humanitarian Zone, Maria Ligia, whose description can be found above. 

Non-Violent Training Process and Outcomes
There were 70 community leaders present in the meeting from outside from about 45 organizations around the country, and there were about 80 locals. The Meeting on the 
Right to Land was from the 19th to 21st of June. The first day was the reports on the 45 different struggles whether Humanitarian Zones, Biodiversity Zones, Indigenous 
Reserves and Peasant Farmers Reserves. 

By late afternoon on the 19th June the Spanish film on the Janadesh was shown, as a way to prepare people for the training on the next day. In Ekta Parishad, the large actions 
frame the training.

On Day 2: the following activities were carried out.

• Jai Jagat Song
• Two Games – One is the group protecting the cow from the tiger; and the second is the group protecting the leader. Each were carried out with a short 

discussion of its relevance to non-violent work.
• Mapping of Power Structure: Rajaji carried out this training where he showed an organogram of a society’s power structure and he tried to argue that the 

dual processes of mobilization and advocacy as methods of non-violent organizing. As the structure was more from an Indian context, the participants redrew the power 
map to fit the conditions that they were facing in the country. This led to a discussion. The conclusion of the discussion was that mobilization was possible, but possibly 
dialogue was not.

• Tools of Non-Violent Action: Jill helped the group to list the different tools of Non-Violence that they were using. It turned out in their list that they were 
doing some mobilization and some dialogue activities.

• Outcomes of Non-Violence in India: Rajaji reviewed some of the NV actions in India that had succeeded and that had included the middle class urban 
communities.

• Outcomes of NV action in Bolivia was presented by Marcella and Gladys from Bartolina Sisi.
• Outcomes of NV in Honduras was presented by Jose.
• Presentation of Training Film by Nathalia
• Questions and Answer Session



On Day 3: 
• More individual presentations .
• Sub-groups were formed for planning the Measures and Mechanisms Accompanying Communities Claiming their land rights and territories.
• Final Session and Formulation of General Declaration.

In sum, the contribution made by International Initiatives consisted of sharing the experience of Ekta Parishad, the Jan Satyagraha, the main elements of the training 
methodology.  This was done in tandem with our guests from Bolivia and Honduras. We have an oral evaluation and the discussions were very lively and engaging. (See 
participants in Annexure 1.)

Two outputs of the training were: a plan for different activities among the 17 main groups. There was also a joint declaration.  (See Annexures.) As this 3-day program had 
been interspersed with a 7-day program of field visits, it clearly showed the context in which people worked.

Conclusion

The article has looked at the land context and the non-violent forms of organizing. In Section 3, there is a presentation on the International Initiatives and Interchurch 
Commission for Justice and Peace use of training techniques and collaborative action. The future plans has been worked out in a follow up program, which can be found in 
Annexure 4. This includes ways of exchanging community leaders across borders so that they develop greater skills and capacities in non-violent action. 

Finally we want to thank the Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace, for being our host organization and for giving us rare insight into the happenings at the grassroots 
level.  

Annexures

Annexure 1: List of People we met in Colombia and Program

List of participants of International Conference of Land Rights,  Curbarado:
International Group: 

• Rajagopal PV, - Ekta Parishad (India)
• Jill Carr-Harris – International Initiatives (India) 
• Gladis Manami - Bartolina Sisa (Bolivia)
• Marcelina Matias – SICSAL Luis Espinal (Bolivia)
• Jose Ascension Martinez - COPINH (Honduras).
• Julia Duranti – Witness for Peace
• Jessica Weinstein - Witness for Peace 
• Stuart Vriesinga – Christian Peace Teams
• Community Group: 51 peasant leaders
• Colombia Participants
• Asociación Campesina del Valle del Río Cimitarra – ACVC 
• Asociación de Campesinos de Buenos Aires, Las Pavas, ASOCAB – 
• Corporación Acción Humanitaria por la Convivencia y la Paz del Nordeste Antioqueño CAHUCOPANA.

Centro de Investigación y Educación Popular- CINEP
Comisión Intereclesial de Justicia y Paz
Tejido de comunicación ACIN – Cauca,
Members of the network “Comunidades Construyendo Paz en los territorios, de la Red de Alternativas”: 
Asociación Agroecológica Esther Cayapú, ASOAESCA, Trujillo – Valle
Asociación Agroecológica de Víctimas de Playa Rica, ASAVIP - Trujillo Valle
Asociación Agroecológica Koinonía, ASOKOINONIA Trujillo –Valle-

CINEP, Rights to Land and Territory Team.
Comision Intereclesial de Justicia y Paz
Comunidades de Autodeterminación, Vida y Dignidad del Cacarica CAVIDA 
Comunidad de Vida y Trabajo La Balsita, Dabeiba, Antioquia,
Consejo Comunitario y Biodiverso El Porvenir - Bajo Calima, Valle
Consejo Comunitario del Bajo Naya – Buenaventura, Valle -,
Pueblo Nasa de Putumayo, 
Resguardo 
Humanitario Ambiental Sobia Drua, Alto Guayabal, Jiguamiandó 
Resguardo Humanitario y Biodiverso Santa Rosa de Guayacán, Bajo Calima – Valle del Cauca
Resguardo Humanitario y Biodiverso Santa Rosa de Guayacán – Bajo Calima, Valle –,
Zona de Biodiversidad Bijao Onofre
Zona de Biodiversidad El Amparo, Trujillo Valle
Zona de Biodiversidad La Primavera, Trujillo Valle 
Zona de Biodiversidad Koinonia, Trujillo Valle
Zona de Biodiversidad Santa Rosa de El Limón, Vigía de Curvaradó
Zona Humanitaria Argenito Díaz, Llano Rico, Curvaradó
Zona Humanitaria y de Biodiversidad Las Camelias, Curvaradó
Zona Humanitaria Caño Manso, Curvaradó
Zona Humanitaria Caracolí, Curvaradó
Zona Humanitaria Costa Azul, Apartadocito – Curvaradó
Zona Humanitaria El Paraíso, Dabeiba, Antioquia,
Zona Humanitaria Nueva Esperanza, Jiguamiandó

INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES  - Program in Colombia

9th June. Arrival
10th June. Holiday in Colombia
11th June. . Meeting in the Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace office with prominent community leaders from Curbarado, Jiguamiando and Cacarica (9 - 12 



am). 
12th June. Meeting with ecumenical communities  (12 – 3 pm). Every Wednesday at noon, the organization Justapaz organizes a small discussion on “Spirituality of Non-
Violence”.  

Justapaz (Christian center for Justice, Peace and Non-violent action) is an organization created in 1990 as a response of the Mennonite Church to the violence and 
injustice inflicted to the deprived communities in Colombia. Its action lines are: 

• Training of social organizations on advocacy, human rights, conscientious objectors, social analysis, non-violent action and leadership.

• Social research and communication

• Advocacy and civic participation

• Accompaniment of communities whose rights have been violated. 

http://www.justapaz.org/

13th June. Dialogue on “non-violent struggles and women’s land rights”.  Jill Carr-Harris from Ekta Parishad and Jennifer Mosquera and Lliliana Avila from the ICJP (2 – 5 
pm) 
14th June. Public Conference: DIALOGUE INDIA – COLOMBIA: from non-violent land struggle, between war and post-war
Organizers: Christian Aid, Acción Permanente por la Paz and Justapaz
Venue: National University of Colombia

Colombian speakers: 
Marcos Velazquez – CAVIDA. A community organization from Cacarica community 
Clara Cardona - Casa de la Mujer (House of women)
It is a feminist organization specialized in defending the rights of truth, justice, reparation and guarantee of non-repetition of women victim in the Colombian armed conflict. 
This organization has worked with indigenous, Afro-Colombian, farmer and urban women. Its main lines of work are:

• Women rights advocacy at the national and international level.

• Systematic research on impact of armed conflict on women.

• Psychological and legal advice of women victim of violence.

• Training of women’s organizations and collectives.

• Monitoring of national policies and government’s commitments related to women’s rights. 

http://www.casmujer.org/
Jenny Nemme - Justapaz 
Abilio Peña – Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace

Indian speakers:  
Rajagopal PV (Ekta Parishad) and Jill Carr-Harris (International Initiatives)

15th June. Visit to a slum the Ciudad Bolivar locality in Bogota
Flight Bogota to Medellin 9 pm
16th June. Travel by bus to Medellín - Mutata – Humanitarian Zone of Curbaradó - Family Ruiz Humanitarian Zone. Act of support of the victims of violence and 
displacement.

Whenever a community is threatened or violently displace, they leave their territories and go to the city slums. After years of exile, some of them usually return to 
their territories. As security measure, the returnees live all together and build a new fenced settlement known as “Humanitarian Zones”, which are now legally 
recognized as neutral zones where all armed actors, legal and illegal are prohibited from entering.

Family Ruiz Humanitarian Zone: Manuel Ruiz, a farmer leader, had been leading legal actions against businessmen who took the community’s land over in bad 
faith to develop agri-business (particularly agro-fuel and cash crops). The businessmen grabbed the land with the help of paramilitary groups that operate in the 
region. Manuel was assassinated the very day some government delegates were going to the region to verify the land in dispute  (March 2012). After the incident, 
all the members of that community left their territory due to threats of paramilitary groups. Currently, the 37 members of that community are back, living in a 
Humanitarian Zone, but majority of their land is been cultivated with palm oil, and tapioca plantations. Moreover drug traffickers and paramilitary groups still 
operate in the region and even the Armed Forces are building a military base without prior consultation to the community. The Interchurch Commission for Justice 
and Peace has been providing legal and psychological advice to the community and has lodged a case in an international court.

17th June. Visit to the Biodiversity Zone of Bijao – Onofre
Another strategy used by the communities displaced is the Biodiversity Zones. Usually, when the displaced people return to their lands, they find the environment 
has completely changed: the forests cut down, the rivers and streams diverted and the native wildlife long gone. The soil has started the process of desertification 
because of the African-palm plantation and cattle ranches. The community starts a strategy to reclaim the land exhausted by the agri-business onslaught as their 
own. They divide the territory into “Biodiversity Zones”. The aim is to allow the lands to begin the slow process of recuperation from the agri-business invasion. 
Since the land grabbed belonged to the Afro-descendent communities, these territories are constitutionally recognized as collectively titled territories. As a result, 
the Biodiversity Zones are not individually owned but divided into self-organized family groups. However, the communities have agreed on five principals that 
guide the use of the lands. The land is divided into sectors for agriculture, recuperation, conservation, housing and sustainable use.

18th June. Visit to an African palm-oil plantation (5 hours walk)
The African palm oil agribusiness in Northwestern Colombia. Few winners and many losers

Colombia produces 700 ton of palm oil fruit daily, but since the demand increases in Europe and the agro diesel prices have doubled in short time, the Colombian government 
plans to increase the production 10 times. 
Afro-Colombian communities affected: The Choco department (known for it thick rain forest) has been severely affected by the boom of agro-diesel. The palm oil 
companies set up plantations illegally, since the land belongs to small farmers that were evicted from their lands. The displacement started in 1997, the illegal paramilitary 
groups chased 10.000 farmers and killed around hundred. They were following orders of several palm oil companies. At the moment there are 23 companies are filed with 
criminal charges for land grabbing. It is proven that 51 public servants are involved in the crime, either granting huge loans to the companies or were directly involved in the 
business.  Life for the returnees is not easy, the price of food goes up, no one wants to grow food; now the maize consumed in the region is imported from the USA. Is not 
even sure that they can stay in their lands, the government ignores their pleadings and claims over their lands. To complete, in the vicinity there is a military base, the 
government says that is to protect the returnees, but the community claims that it is to protect the private interests.
Labors: they are seasonal workers that earn only 6 euros a day. They have a short-term contract so the employers don’t have to pay social security. As the trade unions are 
banned, the workers cannot defend themselves. To complete, they come from other parts of the country so they ignore the atrocities and violence inflicted to the local farmers 
and real land owners. 
Environment: it is a fact that agro diesel damages the environment. When in Europe one can drive a car without polluting the environment, in Colombia the tropical forest is 
cut down. In Colombia every day disappear a forest the size of a stadium. The palm roots suckles all the ground water, the rivers are now polluted, soils are impoverished, and 
temperatures in the region are rising. 
19th June. Travel to the Curbaradó – Camelias community

Non-violent action workshop by Ekta Parishad. The community leaders from other countries present their struggles, issues, actions, alternatives and challenges.

In Curbaradó river basin there are around 40 Afro-Colombian and mixed-race communities that historically have been living there. These territories are recognized 
and protected by Law 70 of 1993 (this law gives legitimacy to the Afro-Colombian over their territories). All the 40 communities of Curvaradó (including the Camelias 
community) were first displaced in the mid-nineties when the Colombian military launched a joint operation with their paramilitary death squad allies; there were 
hundreds of dead. After many years of exile, some of them returned. Although establishing the Humanitarian and Biodiversity Zones was the first step in returning to 
Curvarado, it was just the beginning of the struggle for the returnees. In 2005 they started to claim their stolen lands; their claims to the land are being fought at every 
turn by the businesses and by the paramilitaries.
Most of their palm-oil trees were killed off by a mysterious fungal plague that stained the leaf plants in red. However, as the palm companies have retreated, another 
sector with a long history of paramilitary ties has moved in – the banana companies. 



20th June. The Colombian communities present their struggles, issues, actions, alternatives and challenges. 
21st June. Discussion agreements and future actions at the national and international level
22nd June. Return to Bogota
23 th June. Departure from Bogota

Annexure 2:  Notes of Day One

Day One
11th of June 2013 
Place: Bogota

The first day we met Abilio Peña, board member of the Interchurch Commission of Justice and Peace and Coordinator of the team that operates in the Low Atrato basin. We 
also met six members from Afro-descendent and mix-raced communities of Curvaradó, Jiguamiandó and Cacarica. They were in Bogota for some procedures before the 
Colombian Constitutional Court, the Ministry of Home Affairs, and meeting with some of the international agencies and the Embassy of Switzerland and the U.K. 

In two hours, the members of these communities shared with us the story of their forced displacement that took place in 1996.

Curvarado and Jiguamiando are two river basins and the name of two territories inhabited by rural afro-descendent, mix-raced and indigenous communities. These territories 
have been protected by Law 70 of 1993 but since 1996 these communities have been victims of a systematic land dispossession.  The perpetrator: the paramilitary groups 
operating in the region with the complicity of the Colombian Army (particularly the 17th Brigade) and the Colombian Government. The goal is to grab the land from the 
small land holders and to resell them to businesses that are growing palm-oil for the agro-diesel which is marketed as a sustainable environmental business. The result has 
been that 14 hamlets of people have been evicted and that over ten years 35,000 hectares have been cultivated with palm–oil trees. Before the displacement, the Curvarado 
and Jiguamiando basins were the most inhospitable tropical rainforest and extremely rich in biodiversity.

Systematic violation of human rights in this region has meant that people have been forcibly displaced by more than 12 military and/or paramilitary operations between 1997 
and 2001 and this led to the establishment of agro-fuel, cattle ranching and banana plantations. The Colombian Army 17th Brigade launched military operations in the region 
on the basis that they were chasing out guerrilla groups but in fact they were assisting companies and complicit with the paramilitary groups. 

The six members from Curvarado and Jiguamiando communities narrated how many of them survived for years off their lands; and how thousands of people stayed for years, 
under inhumane conditions, in a stadium in a nearby town. Others like Ms Maria Ligia Chaverra and her family sought shelter in the jungle for around nine months. It is said 
that the Curvarado community was displaced 15 times between 1997 and 2005.  Likewise, in Jiguamiando the military looted, killed and tortured many people from 2003 
onwards. This allowed the spreading of the cattle ranching and the agro-fuel business.

In the meantime, the palm-growers wishing to consolidate their businesses conformed to government arrangements for cooperatives and farmer’s associations by hiring 
“outside” peasant families brought in from other parts of the country. This strategy of repopulation is a mechanism for them to regain social profile and legitimacy.

The land dispossession in Curvarado happened not only through the use of physical violence, the palm-growers also undertook unlawful legal actions against the 
communities; they manipulated contracts using connivance; they impersonated the identity of legal owners or members of the Community Council of Curvarado; they altered 
fraudulent land titles; created and falsified legal figures and endorsements from the Curvarado communities; they got agreements between government officials and army 
members to implement the plantations; they used coercion and threats to get the peasants to sell their land at cheaper rates and so forth. In spite of these injustices, the 
Government acknowledged the land rights of the communities that had been organized by the Community Council in 2000 and granted collective titles of over 101.057 
hectares.  These collective titles continue to be ignored by the palm-growers. 

Due to the reiterated threats against the communities, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (with its headquarters in Costa Rica) has requested the Colombian 
Government in November 2002 to adopt Precautionary Measures to preserve life and rights of the community members. However, the Government did not act in good faith, 
and this resulted in the IACHR making a decree to the benefit of the communities on March 2006. Moreover, the agribusiness that has been developed against the will of 
people in the region, contravenes ILO Convention 169. The agribusiness ignores the right of consultation.

Marcos Velazquez, a member of the Cacarica community (located in the Low Atrato basin as well), narrated how his community was too violently displaced in 1997 as 
consequence of a military operation named “Genesis”, carried out by the 17th Brigade. After years of displacement, some members of the Cacarica community decided to 
return to their territory and challenging the land grabbers. They built-up a fenced settlement in a piece of land they recovered, and they named it “Humanitarian Zone”. This 
act inspired many other displaced communities. Thus, members of Curvarado and Jiguamiando communities returned to their region in 2005 to resist the violence but within 
their own territory, and they also built their own Humanitarian Zones.

Currently, in the Curvarado and Jiguamiando basins there are 10 Humanitarian Zones inhabited for around 700 people. There are also 87 Biodiversity Zones, out of which the 
Government recognizes 58. 

After this introduction to the Curvarado and Jiguamiendo issues, Rajagopal from Ekta Parishad asked if the visit of International Initiatives to the Curvarado communities and 
the International Meeting on the Right to Land (which was to take place in Curvarado) would have a positive effect in the community. He also asked if there would not be a 
risk of violent repression to the communities after the international meeting, given that these coexist in the same territory with their oppressors. Mr Enrique Cabezas (who 
was in exile in Bogota) answered: “we are invisible to our own Government. If we are alive, it is thanks to international solidarity. We welcome people from national and 
international organizations, so they can see what is happening to us and will share what they saw. The Government and the businessmen do not like foreign eyes watching”. 

In conclusion, since 1996 in Curvarado, the military and paramilitary actions have left 142 murders and enforced disappearances; 15 enforced displacements of populations in 
which the Colombian Government is responsible by act or omission; with 15 acts of torture; 17 arbitrary arrests; 19 lootings and numerous burning of hamlets; 14 incursions 
and aggressions to the Humanitarian Zones and 4 extrajudicial executions by the FARC.

More than 30 African palm-oil companies are implementing business in this region. 15 of them have received financial support from the Government 

Annexure 3: Notes of Day Two
13th of June 2013 
Place: Bogota

Dialogue India – Colombian Rural Women and Land Rights Struggles

On the second day of International Initiatives in Colombia we had a dialogue of experiences between Jill Carr-Harris from Ekta Parishad (EP) and Jennifer Mosquera and 
Liliana Avila from the legal team of the Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace (ICJP). The dialogue focused on rural women and land right struggles in India and 
Colombia. The lawyers from ICJP talked from their work experience in Curvarado, Jiguamiando and Cacarica cases. 

1. Rural women’s land titling and land right struggles in India

Ekta Parishad
Let’s distinguish between the customary and legal concepts of land rights. In terms of custom, when a girl is born she has an organized existence, and her life is clearly 
planned. In India, women do not go by themselves they are always with accompaniment. There is not an emphasis on education for women are mainly prepared for marriage. 
So they go from childhood, to being a wife to motherhood. And 96% of women are in arranged marriages, where the bride’s family pays a dowry to the male’s family, and 
this can be so high that can put the family into poverty. And generally the daughter, once married, leaves her paternal house to live with her in-laws. And because she is 
moving into the husband’s place, she participates as a part of his property without her own property rights. So we see that the property rights in India are gender unequal. In 



this context we are working to see women and land rights.

Currently the law gives women an extended right as part of the male member’s household. There is a campaign to provide women with joint title but this exists in some states 
and which is optional. But the problem is that women in India have such a low status that women often do not exercise these rights. So we are trying to create awareness and 
‘put the bar higher’ by advocating for independent rights for women. 

Seventy percent of the population in India still lives in the rural areas.  With  globalization, and the fall in agriculture, many men have migrated to other parts of India. This is 
leading to two consequences: 1) around 20 to 35% of rural households are now headed by women. 2) 70% of the agricultural labourers are women. It is evident that the 
important role women play in agriculture but in spite they don’t have land rights.

In India, marriage is governed by personal law (the Christian law, the Hindu law, the Muslim law, the tribal law, etc.) and this means that women who struggle for their land 
rights get divided according to religion. In EP we tell women that we should fight for the land rights as a single group and not get divided. We draw attention to the single 
women, divorced women, unmarried women, and widows in terms on their land rights and show how they are trying to claim independent rights. People are increasingly 
understanding how important is for women to struggle for independent land rights and be in the fore -front of land reform. And we insist in the National Land Reform agenda 
that this must be favourable to women.

In terms of violence, landless women are the most violated people in the country. Because in India, land gives you dignity, without land you are very low in status. Land gives 
you livelihood and gives security as well.

Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace

The women we work with are from a region where marginalization has been historical. The department of Choco is rich in natural resources but looting and hoarding have 
only left poverty in the region. Women from Curvarado, Jiguamiando and Cacarica define themselves as black Afro-descendent, peasant and poor. The sense of group and 
ancestry are very important. They have been victims of forced displacement and land dispossession. So the fact that they are black and displaced woman has deepens their 
situation of poverty and inequality. Regarding land titling, there are differences between India and Colombia. As these women see themselves as Afro-descendent, they have a 
collective title protected by Law 70 of 1993. The Constitutional Court has acknowledged that one of the consequences of the Colombian armed conflict over women is 
precisely the land titling. Generally women never have the land title in their names, but their husbands and partners do. And when there is armed conflict, forced displacement 
in which the families disintegrate or they become widows, women are left alone and unable to claim their partner’s land or a share in the property.
 
This is another common point with India. Forced displacement has disintegrated families and has pushed women to become the main bread earners and adapt to taking the 
leadership position in the family once they go back to their territories. For example Maria Ligia has led the process of resistance in her community for many years. Before the 
displacement, women had self-help groups and collective productive projects; they had reached a certain economic independence. This process was lost when the violence 
and displacement started. They were forced to migrate to the slums. But once they went back to their territory (after several years) they became leaders, and they became the 
main rebuilders of the social fabric in their communities, and they led and organized men to resist together within the territory.

In the Curvarado case, land titling has not been a problem. The real threat for these communities is the land-use definition, because there are many economic interests that are 
making difficult for people to keep or go back to their own lands.

• Communities’ mechanisms related to displacement 

Ekta Parishad

The major reason of displacement in India is the development of infrastructure, mining and dams. In the last 65 years more than 60 million of people have been displaced, and 
this is equivalent to one and a half time the population of Colombia. The population mainly affected has been the indigenous communities because they live in remote areas 
full of minerals, and natural resources and because these are the less politically empowered communities.

Two legal strategies are about to be implemented in India: 1) The Land acquisition Act recently passed. When a company wants so acquire land, it needs 80% of consent 
agreement of the local communities, and it is obliged to resettle and rehabilitate the communities. There has to be participatory planning in the new business and the 
employment must be given to the members of the local communities.  2) In the Land Reform agenda which came as a result of people’s pressure, the people demanded that 
those who have already been displaced (because of a steel plant, a dam, etc.) must be given land in compensation or restored to their original lands. 

The only way for people to get pro-poor laws like these, are to get them organized. In EP we train youth and women and they go back to their villages to mobilize villagers 
and pressure the state to implement the laws. 

Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace

There are several initiatives implemented by the communities themselves to avoid another forced displacement. Among these we have the Humanitarian Zones (HZ) and the 
Biodiversity Zones (BZ). People realized that if they are not in their territory, it will be easier for the companies to grab their lands and it will become more difficult for the 
community to return. The HZs were an idea of Cacarica community. When the leaders of this community used to come to Bogota and demand that the Government carry out 
comprehensive restoration of their rights, they noticed that in the gated communities of the city, the rich people lived and they were able to control the movement of traffic 
and people. They brought that urban idea to their territory which was in conflict. The HZs are spaces exclusively for civilians, where none of the armed actors (legal or 
illegal) have access and where there has to be a minimum distance of 200 meters outside the HZ. Within that space they have learned how to resist and rebuild their 
communities. We believe that this is the best way for them to resist, and we have complemented this strategy with advocacy work and dialogue with the Government, and 
with the international institutions.

One more example is the case of High Guayabal, where the indigenous community were getting affected by mining explorations, so they developed their own initiatives to 
resist the mining companies. When the company took the machinery to the region, the women surrounded it to prevent its use, and they organized a sit-in in the place where 
the helicopter of the company was going to land. They danced there, wearing their traditional costumes for three months. At the same time, the community organized a 
popular consultation and they invited all the communities affected by the mining project (not only the indigenous community that would be affected, and Afro-descendent and 
mix-raced communities as well); and they voted whether to let or not the mining company exploit minerals of the zone. One hundred percent of the people were against the 
project. Several national and international observers were invited to this democratic action.  These initiatives showed the strength and creativity of the community and a deep 
intercultural organization. 

• How do you typify women’s inner strength of non-violence?

Ekta Parishad

The non-violence is a training process. We say that spirituality is deep in the culture and family. There is a tendency to non-violence inherent in women but it has to be given a 
form or strengthen through a training process that help women to be leaders to fight for their land. 

What EP is doing is creating an environment or space for people to act non-violently. In a mass movement of landless people, the power of the poor is essential to create a 
space where people are acting non-violently. We usually think of power as physical strength, and domination; and in the training process we talk about humility, calmness, 
peace. Like a mother who is soft, humble and calm with children, but she isn’t a pushover. Calmness doesn’t mean to be weak. 

For us non-violence is synonym of non-cooperation. It is like saying: “you can do what you like but I’m not going to cooperate with that”. This non-cooperation takes a deep 
internal strengthening process. In the path of non-violent struggle you start with small conflict where you are not cooperating. So our women are resisting in the village to the 
landlord and when they succeed they can face up more complicated situations to resist the corrupt government officer and when they feel comfortable they can move to the 
state level or even the national level.

Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace

Regarding the strength of non-violence we want to talk about Ana Sofia Roa from Cacarica community. She testified in February 2013 in the case of Marino Lopez, murder in 



the “Genesis” operation carried out by the 17th brigade in 1997. (This military operation displaced more than 4000 people form the Cacarica community). It was very 
impressive to see how she confronted the State in the court. 

When the court asked the ICJP about the list of declarants we chose Bernardo, a direct witness of the murder, and Ana Sofia because she was a teenager living for years in a 
stadium in Turbo town along with her community. She realised how her community could not return to their territory, while a company was extracting timber from their lands 
with the help of paramilitary groups. She was one of the first in realizing that the military operation wanted to clear out their region, so the companies could grab the land. 
That is why we chose her in representation of the women’s community, to testify how the land dispossession affected their lives and how the Cacarica community has been 
resisting for more than 15 years. 

Bernardo and Ana Sofia gave us a lesson of dignity. The court was the first space where they had the chance to tell the court their story, and in speak frankly in front of the 
State, how their rights have been violated. And this was very therapeutic, not because of what the Government said, but because for the first time in 15 years they were heard 
as community.

To conclude, the communities we work with are immersed in contexts of exclusion, poverty, and armed conflict. It is very easy for young people to get involved in one of the 
armed groups. The community members of Curvarado, Jiguamiando and Cacarica chose to live peacefully amidst the conflict, and are developing strategies to resist and 
protect themselves. They declare themselves as civilians, neutrals and reject the support of any armed group (including the Colombian armed forces). Nowadays, all the 
armed actors acknowledge the HZ and BZ as inviolable spaces, and this is an achievement of these communities. 

Presentation for Commission of Justice and Peace on women’s and land issues  (with Casa de lael Mujear)

There were five questions discussed at the workshop. These were:

• What are the ways women have land rights in India especially with respect to titling? Summarize the struggle women have over land with both 
Government and with NGOs.

• With regard to displacement what are the mechanisms to get their land back and to resist? What is the role of women?

• What is the meaning of land from a women’s perspective?

• According to women’s experience, how do women see leadership? What kind? Are they leading social actions, and economic projects?

• Spirituality as an internal force. What is the strength that women have? Is it a unique internal resistance?

Describing the Indian Scenario

• Women in India do not find nearly the same kind of violence that women find in Colombia. Violence is more related to domestic or community problems. 

• The status of women is low in India. If you look at a lifecycle of a typical rural woman, you see that they move from daughter to wife to mother-in-
law is done without much exposure to the outside world. Women do not have mobility or opportunity to do higher education; they generally get married young 
through arrangement; and their role of reproduction is the most important function for them in the family.

In terms of land rights, there is a difference between what is considered in law and in custom. In law women are generally seen as being given rights to property 
as an extension of the husband’s rights. Part of the subjection of women is that she moves into the husband’s home after having provided a dowry to the family at 
the time of marriage.

• Property right s in India are fundamentally gender unequal except in two locations: In Manipur and among the Nairs in Kerala where there are 
matrilineal hereditary rights.

• Discussion of having independent rights for women is one of the ways to make gender more equal but this is not accepted with the strong customs in 
India. At best there is recognition of joint title to property.  

Joint property is not included in most of the personal law governing marriage and inheritance (which are defined by virtue of their being no uniform civil code). 
There is equal inheritance in the Hindu Succession Act - Amended in 2005, but not in the Muslim personal code, the Indian Syrian Act for Christians, and so 
forth). This to some extent reflects customary arrangements. There is particularly difficulty of women claiming rights in cases where customary laws are in 
operation.

It is important that in some of the land distribution programs like the Forest Rights Act (2006), there is joint title. As this affects many of the indigenous women, 
this is significant.  

1. 4 One of the ways to raise the issue of independent title is through widows, single women, and so forth. Also there is increased awareness of the role that 
women are playing in agriculture with high male outmigration –anywhere between 20-30% of women are head of household. Also women are the largest 
segment of agricultural workers (70%) which also means that they are engaged in agriculture. This means the centrality of women in agriculture means that she 
requires land rights in order to make basic decisions for the well-being of the family. 

• In terms of displacement, there have been about 60 million people displaced since Independence in India. Most of these are indigenous communities. 
There have been families that are displaced multiple times in one generation. 

• About ten years ago GOI developed a policy of Rehabilitation and Resettlement after a long struggle of civil society. This provides compensation 
and where possible, land. Generally the Government opts out of it responsibility of finding land on the basis that there is none available. As a result, a large 
number of people have become landless. The effect on women and children has become greater. 

• As a result of the recent Land Acquisition and Rehabilitation and Resettlement bill (yet to be legislation), this means that 80% of the local people 
have to agree for the land to be acquired. Each of the families whose land is taken is owed approximately 2-3000 rupees per month for 2 years. This is to help 
deter displacement, get people engaged in consultation and use participatory methods for planning, implementation and follow up.

• Women’s resistance is the only method that is effective in saving land plots. There is an example of Chhtattisgarh of the Jindal steel plant where a 
woman was able to protest the water being acquired by the plant at the cost of downstream communities drinking water.  There is another example in Sundergarh 
in Orissa where bauxite is being mined.

• The meaning of land is that land is for life not a commodity. There is an inherent respect for nature. Especially for indigenous communities where trees, 
water and land hold their gods and ancestors. 

With regard to dalits women, land is dignity. And with regard to agricultural labourers, land is livelihood so that they do not have to go to cities and loose their culture and 
rootedness.

• Women’ leadership

• Cycle of women changing, coming out of purdah, coming out of the house, working and selling goods in the public, taking up local government 
responsibility, etc. Gradually engaging at the district, state and national levels.

• Achieved through a training process. Mixed movements of Ekta Parishad teach women leadership of men and women. Feminist goals not always in 
line with goals of leadership. 

• Feminizing process is intention to have them become leaders. In the process changes men’s sensibilities when they see women succeed.
• Advocacy is more difficult for women



• Spirituality and internal force

• There is a back-forth between women and mother.
• See themselves as leaders not as victims.
• Non-violent struggle is in women but it has to be cultivated.

Annexure 4: Notes on Day 3

Conference
India- Colombia: from non-violent land struggle

Between war and post-war
Venue: National University, Bogota – Colombia

14th of June 2013

Rajagopal. President of Ekta Parishad
In the last week I have been identifying what is common between India and Colombia.  I will mention what I saw:

• In our countries there are people who believe land is mother earth. It can be used and we have the responsibility to give it to the next generation. But there are many 
people who believe that land is a commodity that can be and abused.

• We have a debate about the developing model, whether this should be people centred or profit centred. There is a quotation of Mahatma Gandhi that says: “there is 
enough for everyone’s need but not enough for anybody’s greed”. So in the struggle between need and greed, how development can be diverted to answer the needs of 
everybody and not the greed of someone?

• In our countries we have parallel struggles: a violent struggle for justice and a non-violent struggle to demand redistribution for resources. In India, we believe that it is 
possible to fight for the rights non-violently and after meeting many organizations in Colombia, we noticed that you are raising questions non-violently as well.

• Both the countries will have their general election next year. In India we have a slogan: “first land, then vote. No land, no vote”.
• In India we are trying to link rural struggles and urban support, because they have the knowledge, resources and contacts.

So when I see the common points between India and Colombia, I think there are good reasons to work together, good reasons to learn from each other.

India became free in 1947 and during these 65 years of independence, there have been some steps to address the issue of land and landless people. The first step was the 
abolition of landlordism. The second step was the Ceiling Act, which determines how many acres of land one family can hold. According to that, a family can hold 40 acres 
of dry land and 30 acres of irrigated land; and any family holding more than that limit, the Government can take the excess of land and redistribute it to the landless people. In 
the Tenancy Registration Act anyone who is cultivating a piece of land, whether is private or government land, the person have the right to cultivate it and should not be 
evicted. Additionally, he will be registered as a cultivator. Then it came a progressive law called Land Act, where the poor, indigenous or marginalized people should not be 
dispossessed; their land cannot be sold or taken by anybody. Then it came two very progressive acts to support the indigenous people. In the first one, no mining company or 
industry can come without the consent of the indigenous community. And the Forest Rights Act, where indigenous peoples who have been living in the forest for the last 
many years have the right over the land they are cultivating.
The problem in India is that on the one hand, the Government is passing laws to provide justice and land to the marginalized groups. But on the other side, the same 
Government is enacting many other laws to undermine the progressive ones. So we have the Forest Conservation Act and the Wild Life Protection Act where in the mane 
of conservation and wild life all the indigenous will be pushed off the forest. And then we have the Mines and Minerals Act, the Especial Economic Zones Act, etc. Our 
struggle in Ekta Parishad is to press the Government to implement the progressive laws and demand to amend the acts that are undermining the rights of the poor.

To achieve a land reform in India, we see four areas of work:
1) All land grabbed from the poor people by the government or the companies should be returned. 2) The land where poor and marginalized people are living should be 
registered in their name. 3) It is the responsibility of the Government to give land to the landless. 4) Every land belonging to the marginalized, indigenous or poor 
communities should be protected.
In order to achieve that, we are organizing people for a non-violent struggle, and our main tool is the tainting camp for young people. There, we help them understand the 
various forms of injustice in the society, and understand that injustice is a form of violence. In India we believe that land, forest and water are all God’s creation, and God’s 
creations should be available to all God’s children. This is a simple message that young people understand. The third message we pass to young people is “I will not do 
injustice but I will not tolerate injustice”. The fourth step is to help young people understand the anger they have inside; anger about injustice and corruption. The idea is to 
divert that anger into positive action. 

After the training camp they go back to the village to organize their communities, and hundreds of thousand of communities are now brought together into a mass movement. 
And by bringing a mass of people we can scale up the struggle to a level where the Government and the media can be surprised. In October 2012 we had a 350 km foot 
march, in which 50 thousand people participated. There, we understood that when people march together, every step is a message of strength and conviction. Every person 
who wanted to participate in the march had to save one rupee and a handful of rice every day for three years. This taught people that non-violent action is about autonomy. 
According to our experience, every government has the capacity to deal with violence because they have the police and the military and no government has the capacity or 
knowledge to deal with non-violence. In a big non-violent manifestation the government doesn’t know what to do. 

We have long way to go and we have came to Colombia to learn more from you and see how we can be in a partnership in order to make our world more effective for a 
change.

Jill Car-Harris. Coordinator of International Initiatives
Land grabbing has become a large issue in the last years in the world. Since the world economic recession of 2008, land regulations have been changing rapidly in ways never 
previously expected. Now land is been seen as a commodity, as an investment. The World Bank talks about farm land expansion, which is a euphemism for large farmers 
gulping up small farms for agro-fuel plantations, industries, etc. Estimates are, that in Africa 50 million ha have been gulped up in 8 years, which is the size of France. 
Commodification and rapid industrialization is increasing land prices, as we never saw before. In a country like India, which is a small country for such a large population, 
there is now a sort of game: one person looses, one person gains. There is very little additional land in India, and as a result, the landlessness has deepened poverty. I bring the 
case of India, because Colombia has a great deal more land in terms of population and land available and yet the land conflicts are also very big here. So you realized that is 
not about land not being available and has more to do with the development model that creates and perpetuates conflict and violence. As Rajagopal mentioned, the poor and 
landless are loosing rapidly control over the land and resources. We think that instead of advocating for land grabbing, what we should do is to work to see how to strength 
grassroots communities, so the resources are controlled at the local level. 

I represent International Initiatives; we came in Colombia to see: 1) how the communities at the grassroots are holding on to their land, forest and water. 2) How the civil 
society groups are pursuing non-violent actions in Colombia. 3) We are very curious to know why civil society groups are not in the negotiations with the Government. Why 
are only the violent groups in the negotiation table? Is this because we have been left out of the dialogue deliberately? Is this because we have not built up our ability to 
dialogue with the Government sufficiently? Is this because there is a strong resistance to dialogue with the government? These are the questions that were going through my 
mind in the last few days.

What we find in India is that dialogue is only possible with large mobilizations, that the Government will not acknowledge the civil society groups unless groups maintain 
massif, long term, sustained campaigns that continuously pressure. The State will not listen unless the affected people are in the march. The only reason we got women’s 
rights in the last Land Reform Agenda is because 20.000 women were present in the march Rajagopal mentioned. These were women who came with one set of clothes, many 
came with children, and many other were missing their festival season that came at the time of the march. They walked for one month to Delhi without thinking about their 
own personal interest. The third thing you need is the non-cooperation of those people with the State. Non-cooperation requires strength. It is important no to allow any 
violence to come into any large scaled action. And how do you do that? How do you control a large mass action?

When Ekta Parishad marched with 50.000 people, at least 10.000 people had been trained in non-violent action. And each of those 10.000 people had 5 or 6 people around 
them, so they always knew who their people were; there was no infiltration by outside forces. If you can keep a non-violent mobilization, you win the middle class, and the 
public opinion to your side. And if you win public opinion, you have the media and if you get the media you get the policy makers. This is the strategy we are trying to follow. 

But the mobilization has to lead to a dialogue, because if there is not dialogue, the people who are mobilizing, who are risking their life in a mobilization feel there is not 



result. However, when we get a dialogue with the State, we don’t stop there, we go back to mobilization to continuously put pressure to the State for change. So this is 
mobilization - dialogue and dialogue - mobilization strategy. But non-violence is not only a strategy. For those who work in our movement, it is a way of life and it is a vision 
of society that has social justice. Being non violent with nature, with human beings is a question that continuously urges all of us. Non-violence is not the negation of 
violence. Within the Gandhian frame, non-violence is something creative and positive, that is why the spirit of youth can take on non-violence in a very creative way.

Clara Helena Cardona – House of Women (Casa de la Mujer)
The House of Women is a feminist organization that has been working for 33 years, in 14 regions of Colombia. We work with women from different socio-economic and 
cultural sectors; fundamentally women impoverished and victims of the armed conflict. We also work with urban women from different social classes that have been targeted 
for violence just because they have a female body are also.

We create spaces to reflect and deconstruct all the social models and mandates that we women have assumed just because we were born women: the domestic, the sexual 
reproduction and caring. We do not want women put aside these roles, but we reflect and use the right to autonomy to make free decisions on our bodies, our sexuality, our 
family, etc. One of our key works is the training of new women leaders and the strengthening and support of those women who already are in leadership position. “Women 
with female thinking and female body” is one of our key premises (taken from the Italian feminists). 

We follow the path of pacific, non-militarist and feminist resistance. We want to show that in this country we are majority; however we, women, are precisely those who pay 
the consequences of the armed conflict. To that, we work with many other political organizations such as the Pacific Rout of Women, the OFP and Women Initiatives for 
Peace. We demand a non-violent country, the political negotiation of the armed conflict, and a place for women in the peace negotiations. For years, we have been supporting 
the different Peace Talks in Colombia, because we consider that we cannot leave them only to the decision makers, who usually are men. When the National Government 
announced the dialogue with the FARC, we decided: to support the negotiations, demand that neither the FARC nor the Government leave the negotiation before reaching an 
agreement, and demand a space in the dialogues. At the moment we are debating the meaning of the current political negotiations, its impact on women and how we can 
contribute to the negotiations.

The impoverished women are those who are resisting the most; women to whom the system has denied material and psychic elements to resist. They have taught us how to 
fight. The indigenous, afro-descendent and peasant women have a twofold struggle for emancipation: they have to struggle for their basic rights and at the same time, they 
have to empower themselves, so they will not be crushed by the patriarchal culture within their communities. In the mass mobilization, they do not only want to march and 
cook for the group. They want to be present in the negotiation and they want equality at the moment of land redistribution and the same access to resources. We think women 
will not acquire political recognition, unless we are not considered as beings with rights in the private and public worlds. We have report many cases of women leaders that 
after the mobilization, they go back to the private world where they receive sexual, physical and psychological violence. What is the point of women negotiating in the public 
world, when in the private world the prejudices against women still operate?

It is very encouraging to see women, who in the past received all kinds of violence, are now working for the empowerment of other women. 

Jenny Neme – Justapaz (Mennonite Christian Association for Justice, Peace and Non-Violent Action)
Justapaz has been working in Colombia for the last 23 years. We follow the pacifist line of the Mennonite Church tradition; we understand non-violence from the Jesus’ 
Gospel. To us, non-violence is not just a methodology, but a way of life, a message and practice. We understand it as an inner strength that allows us to see ourselves as beings 
created in the image of God. For that reason caring and recognition of others should be important.

When we started our work, people use to say we were romantic to consider non-violence as an option. Since non-violence is associated with inaction and a mere rejection of 
violence. But instead non-violence challenge us to action and creativity. It is easy to replicate violence, but non-violence demands to show alternatives. That is why we think 
the different churches have a prophetic role in overcoming violence, in denouncing injustice and reparation of human rights. We motivate them to become transforming 
agents of society. This implies several challenges such as the deconstruction of many ideas, concepts and models; because violence has become so quotidian that we even 
justify the use of violence in our society.

Talking about practical aspects, we started our accompaniment work with youths who do not want be part of any of the armed groups, including the Colombian armed forces, 
because in Colombia the military service is compulsory for young men. We use the different laws and constitutional articles referring to the right of freedom of conscience 
and religion. We question that the military service is a requisite to exercise citizenship. If a young man in Colombia does not have his military passbook, he cannot graduate 
from University, he could not apply for a job, etc. Non-violence has been fundamental for the youths who are resisting the military service, because they gain strength to stand 
the pressure. Right now, we are accompanying someone who was recruit and sent to a war zone. He has alleged his faith convictions to not to perform military service, and 
thanks to his inner strength, he has resisted the psychological pressure of the military institution. This shows that the force of non-violence is real and possible.

We also accompany communities that are clamming their land and are resisting the paramilitary violence. Our work is characterized by the following aspects: 1) Training: 
social analysis is very important in the non-violent action, sharing of successful non-violent experiences, etc. 2) We invite international groups to be witness of what happens 
to the communities that are struggling for their rights. Organizations such as Witness for peace, CPT, PEA accompany different communities and additionally do advocacy 
work at the international level. 3) We organize mobilizations and public actions in the USA and other countries such as the Day of action and prayer for Colombia, where after 
the prayer we go to the decision making bodies to rise questions or request something on behalf of a community. 4) Systematization and communication of successful 
experiences to reaffirm non-violence. 5) Deconstruction of collective thinking about security and protection. In our trainings we motivate people to trust each other and 
encourage mutual caring. Because society thinks we depend on armed people (the army and the police) to protect our lives.

We invite the ecclesiastic groups to adopt this path, but we do not always get positive responses. We have learnt that only when violence knocks on the doors of churches, 
only then they decide to adopt these alternatives. And this is an irony, because the Word of God is very clear, He wants justice and peace for all of us, but in many cases it is 
violence that pushes us to remember or re-read Jesus’ message.

Marcos Velazquez- CAVIDA, Cacarica community
I’m going to talk about what my community and me have learnt.
I was born in 1964, when Colombia was supposedly living a post-war period. But I’m 48 years old and so far violence has not stopped in this country. Our community 
suffered the burdens of violence and terror since 1997. Many people died, around 85. Violence in this country is not because of the guerrilla groups. Violence in Colombia is 
not a consequence of confrontation between Government and guerrillas, as the Government claims; violence in Colombia complies with political and economical reasons. 
We, the communities of lower Atrato basin, do not believe in the armed forces, we do not want their presence and company because in our case, the Army 17th Brigade is 
involved with the timber, banana and palm-oil companies who stole our lands. Its ex-commander, Rito Alejo del Rio is now in a military jail accused of the assassination of 
one of our leaders in 1997. The communities of Curvarado and Jiguamiando too have been resisting for the last 17 years. And we should not forget Dabeiba, Cauca, Meta and 
many other communities. Here we realize the problem has spread all over the country. And we, the communities, do not know what to do, if we talk we are labelled as 
guerrilla fighter, but it is worst if we keep quiet. It is very sad to see when a friend is tortured and killed. That is why it is better to die upright, in the action.

CAVIDA, our community organization, started in 2004 in Cacarica. We work on non-violence in different fronts: we work with children on Mother Earth rights, we teach 
them that land is not a commodity. We work to empower the youth and to defeat macho and patriarchal patterns. Because our community understood the leading role of 
women: when the violence and land dispossession started in 1997, they already had their own women’s groups and councils. And when the Interchurch Commission of Justice 
and Peace came to help us, they did not have to start from scratch, thanks to our women, the community had some organizational experience. CAVIDA is affiliated to the 
Alternative Network. Around 80 social and campesino organizations from USA, Guatemala, Mexico, Brazil, Honduras… take part of this network. The network started 
because we understood that the land grabbing was not a problem exclusive of Colombia. The globalization of economy is not helping the marginalized communities. That is 
why we decided to globalize our problems and the defence of our life and territories.

We do not believe in the Peace Talks in Havana. We state that we do not feel represented neither by the Government nor the guerrilla, because those who kill and kidnap are 
now negotiating on our behalf, and the only thing we can do is to send them proposals. In addition, the Government is not doing anything to address the problem of 
paramilitaries and the thing is that if the FARC are weaken, the paramilitaries will strengthen. When the Government and the paramilitaries arrived in 1997, we knew the 
biggest ills like hunger, nudity, disease, dispossession, disappearance and death. 

We are worried because there are many things that are against Cacarica community, and the Government lacks policies to defend the rights of the communities. For example, 
the Transversal Highway of Americas is a dry canal going from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean. It is a major threat to environment, opens the door to the multinationals and 
strengthens the paramilitary groups.

Abilio Peña – Interchurch Commission for Justice and Peace



I’d like to answer some questions Jill Carr-Harris raised regarding the Peace Negotiations. There are two fundamental subjects: 1) the Peace Talks according to our 
perspective. 2) The possibilities for the social organizations and society at large.

Government Plan of President Santos announced several avenues of development, and all of them have to do with territory: mining, energy and infrastructure development. 
What are the advantages offered by Colombia? Its geographical location (outlet into the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, proximity to USA and Panama) and land value. So we 
went back to the old times when our worth depends on the natural resources we still have. According to the Colombian Government, the only problem of our rich country is 
violence. Because when the international oil companies come, the ELN guerrilla blows the oil pipeline and kidnaps the engineers (currently that guerrilla group holds prisoner 
a Canadian of an oil exploration company) and the FARC demands “taxes” to the big companies. The aim of the Government in the Peace Talks is to remove all barriers for 
development. On the other hand, the FARC (which rises in 1960’s as an agrarian guerrilla to stop land dispossession) clearly said that they are not interested in bureaucratic 
position, what they really want is a deep transformation of society. So we have two opposing positions. Furthermore, we have the society who does not feel represented in the 
negotiation table. What do social organizations think about? We think there is no other solution than the negotiation. Because according the experts, the Government would 
need 25 more years to defeat the insurgency. But the problem is that whenever there is injustice and poverty there will always be an excuse for rebellion.

What is going on in Havana? They got an agreement on the first point of the agenda, related to land reform. This agreement have 5 main aspects: 1) Creation of a land bank 
with about 7 million ha to be redistributed. However we know in Colombia around 6 million ha were grabbed by paramilitary groups; we are saying that 0.4% of population 
grabbed 62% of cultivable land. 2) Land titling: indigenous and Afro-descendant will have their collective titles, peasant will have their individual titles. But they are not 
saying something different from what the Constitution says. 3) Protection of the Peasant Farmer Reserve Zones and Forest Reserve Zones. 4) Basic services: to guarantee 
housing, health care, education and job opportunities to peasants. 5) Updating the rural census because we do not know hoy many farmers there are in the rural areas and how 
much available land we have. There were three points left out of the discussion: 1) concentrations of land: practically they are not negotiating large states, that is we will not 
have a real land reform. 2) Transference of land to foreign hands: it opens the doors to the foreigners to buy land. In fact, the Congress is passing a law that allows the 
foreigners to buy land when they are shareholders in a company owning less than 51% of the company. 3) Mining policy.

This first agreement came in a moment of diplomatic crisis between Colombia and Venezuela. This latter threaten to withdraw its delegate in Havana. Recently the guerrilla 
delegates expressed their concern about the diplomatic crises, “because if we are in de dialogue table is thanks to Hugo Chavez administration”, said one of the FARC 
spokesman. The second source of tension is the Government’s pressure over the time of negotiation.  It wants by coming November to have discussed all the 6 points of the 
agenda. To which the insurgency said that they couldn’t be subdued to the electoral agendas.

Father Javier Giraldo wrote an article about the 4 hindrances to peace and political participation, these are: 1) The paramilitary groups will not be finish off, unless there is a 
cleansing of the Colombian army forces, because they nurture the paramilitary groups. 2) The monopoly of information and communication: the lack of alternative media, 
limited access to Internet and telephone signal in the remote rural areas. 3) Colombian politics are influenced by the trafficking drugs and paramilitary groups. Salvatore 
Mancuso said the paramilitary groups financed the electoral campaigns of 33% of the Congressmen elected (and the paramilitary groups are at the same time financed by 
drug traffickers). 4) The electoral machinery: political candidates buy votes and that is how Congressmen, Senator and Presidents are elected.

What have the social organization done regarding the Peace negotiations in Havana? The National University and the PNUD organized several forums like the Agrarian 
Forum and the Political Participation Forum, where more than 3000 proposals wrote by the social groups and the society at large were collected. We know that the FARC 
adopted several of our proposals but we have not heard that the Government has done the same.
 
On the other hand, we coincide with Ekta Parishad, we realized that communities will not enjoy their rights unless they mobilize. The foot march is a way, but in a country 
with high levels of repression like Colombia, it is the dignifying actions what has allowed people to go back to their own territories. One of the more forceful dignifying 
actions was when in Curvarado, people cut down palm-oil trees (the agro-fuel companies grabbed the community’s land and planted the palm-trees) in order to set up their 
Humanitarian Zones. 200 people participated in the first cutting of palm-trees; there were delegates from USA, France, Spain and UK social organizations. The local 
ombudsman was the only bureaucrat who attended the act. The community members cut down the palm-trees knowing that there are paramilitaries (who protect the 
companies) living in the same region. We have to remember that the palm-oil tree for agro-fuel is the second mainstay of Colombia’s economy (surprisingly few people in the 
country knows it). Another example of dignifying action was the Mothers from Bogota who went the neighbourhood of the Army Commandants involved in the murder of 
their children to perform the “scratches” (learnt from the movement Children of Argentina), which are public censorship acts, consisting of telling the truth to the 
Commandant’s neighbours: that a murderer is living among them.

We think that through the Victims Law and the Land Restitution Law the Government only wanted a media impact to tell the national and international society that in 
Colombia it is not necessary a structural transformation in order to guarantee rights to the victims of violence or land claimants. But so far, these laws have not even offered 
real guarantees. I’m going to illustrate it with two examples: 1) The family Ruiz in Curvarado who returned 15 days ago from a painful displacement. The Unit of Victims 
(the office in charge to deal with the victims) has not given any financial support promised by the law for the family to survive. Thanks to the international cooperation, 
family Ruiz have survived. 2) The second example is the land restitution case of Curvarado. According to the Government, this case is supposed to be a pilot project of land 
restitution in the region and one of the most visible cases in the country, covered by the media. We know that a small group of Afro-descendant (members of the community) 
are representing now the interests of the agro-fuel companies who grabbed their land. And the Ministry of Home Affaires made some decisions in the benefit of this small 
group of Afro-descendant in detriment of the mixed-raced community members (who are the majority). The Ministry wants the president of the Community Council of 
Curvarado to be elected from that minority. 

To conclude, we see that le Law of Victims DO NOT benefit the displaced families, like family Ruiz to whom we have been accompanying for one year. We also think that 
the Land Restitution Law DO NOT guarantees basic conditions for the communities to return to their own territories, like the community of Curvarado to whom we have 
been accompanying for the last 8 years. We greet cases like Pitalito where a community decided to return to their territory grabbed by German Abramovich, president of 
Avianca Airlines. Even though the Government said the land belonged to the community, this does not means that people can enjoy it.

Annexure 5: Follow up

The follow up was discussed with a group of 12 persons that was formed by the larger meeting.  International Initiatives made the following commitments.

• To produce the notes of the trip and to promote the work of the Commission on International Initiatives website and among other associates.
• To work within Latin America on exchanges between indigenous communities and peasant organizations.
• To work between Colombia and Senegal to strengthen the confidence of the Afro-descendent community leaders in terms of their own leadership training.
• To do a preparatory exchange of 3 Colombians (senior leaders) to Nepal and India for preparation at the next planned meeting. (Now in February 2014.)
• To have a bigger group to travel to India for training in November 2014.
• To have an exchange between Ekta Europe and the Commission to help with fund-raising.
• To assist with connecting the Commission with MAB in Brazil. 
• To work to get a charkha (spinning wheel) to Colombian partners.
• To see if solar technology through the good offices of Bunker Roy and GTZ can be transferred to Colombia.
• To connect with legal expertise of Curtiba (Terra de Dreitos in Brazil).

Annexure 6: General Declaration

Declaration of the International Conference for Land Rights

CURVARADÓ
Monday 24 June 2013

Over six days 150 delegates from India, Bolivia, Honduras and Colombia met with international observers from the United States and Canada in a conference for 
territory and land rights.

In a beautiful experience of solidarity with the families of the Curvaradó Community Council, who are developing unsung processes grounded in strong ethical convictions in 
the middle of political violence, exercising their rights to protect diverse sources of life and a to a legal restitution of their territories to ensure a dignified existence, we 
observe, interpret, discuss and conclude the following:



1. In our respective countries exist similar situations regarding the limitation of land rights through legal means, violence, absence of inclusive policies or recognition of 
ethnic and gender rights, of rights to underground resources and air, on the part of the state and private national and multinational actors. Business interests in the territories, 
particularly those related to the accumulation of below-ground territory, are protected by the majority of States, which allows them to be defined principally as resources 
serving the consumption demands of the few throughout our countries and the world. This has increased the concentration of land, ecological footprints and social inequality 
and exclusion.

2. Policies designed by the World Bank and other multilateral financial and trade organizations have defined land legalization and restitution processes in order to facilitate, 
via national policies of flexibility and favorability, investment in the purchase of land for agro industrial food production, biofuels, infrastructural works and mining 
extraction, among others. Some governments, which have redefined a sense of democracy, in advancing national sovereignty and people’s rights, have constructed 
alternatives to exclusion and the intense destruction of ecosystems.

3. In India, out of a population of 1.2 billion 480 million people are landless and are fighting for land. Close to 2.5 million rural inhabitants face crushing debt. Since India 
won independence from Britain in 1947, more than 60 million people have been displaced by dam development and other infrastructural works. Over the past 25 years, Ekta 
Parishad, inspired by the philosophy of Gandhi, has mobilized over 100,000 people in 6,000 villages. One of the biggest demands that Ekta Parishad supported was the 
movement for justice, part of the Jan Satyagraha movement, which negotiated a 10-point agreement on agrarian reform with the Indian government last October.

4. In Honduras, repression has manifested itself in diverse ways since the coup, including assassinations, forced disappearances, detentions, torture, false accusations, denial 
of the right to protest, and, in relation to land rights, a refusal of community land rights in favour of mining operations and water excavation. Private security forces and state 
agents act at the service of private actors, including companies like DESA, SINOHYDRO, and the FICOHSA group, which is trying to construct the Zarca Hydroelectric 
Dam.

One leading opposition group is the Consejo Cívico de Organizaciones Populares e Indígenas de Honduras, COPINH (Civic Council of Indigenous and Popular Organizations 
of Honduras). Its leader, Bertha Cáceres, has been illegally detained and prosecuted for leading proposals for water rights. José Martínez, also with COPINH, was a target of 
abuse by authorities in his country during his departure for Colombia, and had his bags confiscated for carrying messages of solidarity with communities in Colombia.

5. In Bolivia, the Aymara and Quichua people continue in the construction of Suma Qamaña via the Plurinational Constitution of the Bolivian State. Faced with the capture 
and concentration of land, social movements have begun, with the current government, a process of land reallocation via nationalization and a new focus on agrarian policy, 
confronting transnational extractive interests and agricultural products like soy.

6. In Colombia, diverse social and community processes agree that the concentration of land in a few hands and rural inequality is on the rise. Land restitution and titling laws 
have been ineffective at reaching justice and equity. The current government’s so-called development projects prioritize agribusiness, extractive operations that generate new 
forms of displacement and exclusion, lacking recognition of the right to prior consultation, and causing the destruction of water sources and social and environmental 
breakdown. Under such strategic objectives, private actors including wealthy individuals, Colombian and multinational companies enjoy benefits like easy access to land, 
financing and tax breaks.

Exercising the right to land, its use and protection in Colombia occurs within a context of multiple and systematic violations of human rights and humanitarian law on the part 
of the state armed forces and their paramilitary auxiliaries, often through hostilities and armed operations against guerilla groups like the FARC and the ELN, whose violent 
activities have also affected the rights of rural populations.

The Asociación Campesina de Buenos Aires, ASOCAB, Las Pavas, from Bolívar province, is facing land dispossession by palm companies whose commercial transactions 
have been connected to narcotraffickers and paramilitaries, passing off displacement as a legal enterprise through fraudulent mechanisms.

In Cauca province, caught between armed operations, hostilities, and confrontations between state and FARC guerrilla forces, the indigenous Nasa communities are directly 
affected by land concentration for large landholders. Plans to use Nasa land for Duty-Free Zones and the denial or slow processing of communally held land titles are factors 
that along with the public policies of the current administration are facilitating the arrival of multinationals.

Corporación Acción Humanitaria por la Convivencia y la Paz del Nordeste Antioqueño, CAHUCOPANA, described a situation in Antioquia ignoring the right to legal status 
for their Zona de Reserva Campesina (Farmer Reserve Zone or ZRC). Similarly, extractive mining operations are being carried out in their territory, disregarding the rights of 
campesino communities.

For its part, the Asociación Campesina del Valle del Cimitarra, ACVC, related that the creation of a Zona de Reserva Campesina is a strategy to combat land concentration 
and to develop agro-ecological and sustentative proposals. As a result of this strategy, they have been threatened by paramilitaries, been victims of judicial set-ups involving 
unjust detentions, and sustained attacks on their proposals and work by powerful sectors.

In Bajo Atrato, in Pedeguita, Mancilla, and Biajo Onofre, we did not only hear but observed firsthand the illegal expansion of oil palm and palm fruit monocrops and cattle 
and buffalo ranching in areas where communities have collective titles. These communities have been victims of displacement by paramilitaries, benefiting various national 
companies like Cultivos Recife S.A.S.

In the same area, in Playa Roja, illegal sale and purchase schemes, price deregulation and coercion were observed as a result of paramilitary operations and the continued 
presence of these armed structures protecting private company use of the land.
In Llano Rico a military base installation was observed that had not been consulted despite being within the collective title of Curvaradó. The land for the base was usurped 
by the businessman Dario Montoya, in the wake of paramilitary operations.
In Brisas de Curvaradó, Camelias, Andalucía, and Caño Claro the presence of paramilitaries and the business operations of Banacol, Del Monte, Dole, were confirmed, as 
were the continued business operations of bad- faith occupants producing banana, cassava, palm, livestock, and coca.

In Apartadocito, extensive cattle ranching and banana business operations were verified to be ongoing. In this communal territory, the same land to which the Ruiz family 
recently returned after a year of forced displacement, the activity of armed groups and their threats against the family continue.

Within working groups, the other Colombian communities and organizations present became aware of the means used by each to fight displacement, the present 
determination of land and subsoil use for foreign actors, and the mechanisms by which their rights to life and territory can be affirmed.

The participants in the Conference call on our sister communities and allies to [advocate]:

To the parties involved in the armed confrontation in Colombia: a bilateral ceasefire, that would guarantee true conditions for free mobility and the protection of life. 
Particularly, while the peace dialogues in La Habana, Cuba advance and a process of dialogue with the ELN and EPL are initiated, processes that ought to assure social 
participation and confront the structural roots of injustice.

To the Colombian government: recognition of humanitarian initiatives for environmental and territorial protection being constructed by the organizations that are part of the 
network, Red de Comunidades Construyendo Paz en los Territorios; the recognition of Zonas de Reserva Campesina and the collective rights of campesinos; the awarding of 
titles and amplification of titles demanded by indigenous communities; the acceleration of land restitution as solicited by ASOCAB in order to reestablish their campesino 
lifestyle and their socioeconomic identity.

To the Honduran government: guarantees for the legal and legitimate rights to life, social protest, solidarity, and due process within the judicial persecution of the leaders of 
COPHIN and other social organizations in the country.

To the Indian government: compliance with the 10 points agreed on following the mass, non-violent mobilizations of the country’s landless people. 
To the Bolivian government: an advance in the nationalization of rural properties currently in the power of transnationals, thereby furthering land distribution for the rural 
inhabitants of the country.

To the Vía Campesina, Environmental and Women’s movements: recognition of the initiatives created by the communities and organizations participating in this Conference, 
and the establishment of relationships of solidarity.

For the proposals constructed within Latin America such as the Boliviarian Alliance for the Americas (ALBA) and the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States 
(CELAC): the establishment of direct mechanisms for the strengthening of socio-economic and political accords as well as ties in alliance with the participants of this 
conference for the development of land rights initiatives.

Camelias Humanitarian Zone, Curvaradó, June 21, 2013
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